Levels of Biological Organisation
(hierarchy of increasing complexity)
Biosphere
Ecosystem
Community
Population
Organism
Organ system
Tissue
Cell
Subcellular component
Molecules in biological systems (incl. genes)

Levels of Biological Integration
Ecosystem
Organism
Cell
The only true levels of integration in biology.
 True level: total environment of all levels below and a
structural & functional component of next level above.
 Prediction at one level requires knowledge and
consideration of next true level above.

Forest Genetics: Pattern & Complexity
 Interacting set of ―species‖: if one forces a periodic or
chaotic pattern by its own density dynamics, then all
members of the set must develop responses to the
interactive biotic environment.
 Forest–level pattern an emergent effect of independent,
lower level elements; each population and species doing
its own thing.
 Or pattern emerges as a consequence of strong
functional interactions among the elements.
 Species assemblages not random associations – are
selected, have +/- interactions supporting their existence
 Genes in individuals not random operators that happen
to produce whole trees; they are assembled because
they function together.

Genes: Selfish or
Environmentally Aware?
All function derives from genes; higher
levels of biological organisation ―mere
outgrowths that carry gene effects‖?
Gene effects emergent properties of
molecular processes; also partly
determined by developmental, population
& ecosystem processes.
No genotype without an environment ~
genotype defines environment.

Genetic Variation
 Genetic diversity within
species enables
adaptation to changing
environments
 Ultimate source of
biodiversity at species
and ecosystem levels.
 How do species adapt to
heterogeneous
environments, especially
when environments are
rapidly changing?

 Genetic variation: clinal
(continuous) & racial
(discontinuous)
 Most wide-ranging forest
tree species have racial
variation
 Genetically distinct
infraspecific populations
 Physiological or
phenological differences
(functional traits related to
survival, growth ,
reproduction)

Adaptive Strategies
Trade-off between selection for
high growth potential vs.
selection for hardiness (high
cold tolerance)
Each tree species has different life
history strategy.
 white spruce: regeneration on a variety
of seedbeds, shade tolerance, slow
steady growth, extreme cold tolerance,
abundant small light seeds that
disperse widely

& different genetic architecture.

>>Individualistic responses to
change

Specialists ↑↑genetic differentiation
 physiological processes attuned to a
small range of environments
 phenotype controlled by genotype
 environmental variability & change
accommodated by genetic variation .

Generalists ↑↑phenotypic plasticity
 physiological processes attuned to a
broad range of environments
 phenotype controlled by environment
 environmental variability & change
accommodated by phenotypic variation.

Most B.C. conifers are genetically
specialised; Pw and Yc are
plastic.

Prediction
Genetically specialised species will respond to
climate change by differential survival of the
races or genotypes best suited to future
conditions.
 … but change could be happening too fast for evolution
to keep up, at least in species—like trees—with long
generation times
 adaptation rate negatively related to generation time
(i.e., reproductive age), positively related to withinpopulation genetic diversity

Predictions
Climate warming will ultimately exceed the adaptive
capacity of many of our conifers because:
 populations locally adapted: cc causes conditions to deteriorate throughout species’
range, not just at margins; will push many populations beyond their physiological
limits of temperature or moisture tolerances
 mortality induced by extreme climatic events >> losses of genetic diversity
 rate of change too fast for adaptive tracking response by tree species with long
generation times and life-spans

These factors will lead to significant genetic erosion and forest decline
for several forest generations.
Long-lived specialists will have to migrate to survive, moving if possible
to where suitable environments exist.

Prediction
Generalists with lots of phenotypic plasticity will
respond to climate change by “attempting” to ride it
out within the bounds of their plasticity.
 Individuals of highly plastic species can tolerate wide range of
environments, may be less sensitive to climate change.
 Eventually—when changes become intolerable—they too will have
to evolve, or migrate but maybe not as far to survive.
 If generalists handicapped by low levels of genetic diversity, as in
western white pine and yellow-cedar, could be more susceptible to
pathogens (like blister rust), esp. exotic pathogens, or to things like
freezing damage.

Enigmatic Western
Redcedar
 pollen profiles >> major increase
of cedar(s) 6,000-2,500 years ago
 very little prior to that (10,0006,000); presumably warm dry
―early Holocene xerothermic
interval‖ unfavourable
 very long-lived; sporadic and slow
seedling survival & establishment
 yet infiltrated coastal and wet
interior forests and spread to
current range within a few
thousand years
 appears to be well-defended
against insect pests and fungal
pathogens
 but has very low levels of genetic
diversity and is highly inbred

The Ecological Theatre and the
Evolutionary Play
 Salmon: diversity of genotypes, populations, behaviours
and environmental sensitivities in response to
considerable environmental variability and uncertainty.
 Evolutionary strategy of locally adapted populations
works well when linked to dynamic & variable (within
limits) marine environment and to availability of healthy,
complex, & connected freshwater and terrestrial habitat.
 Population-specific variability in response to climate
fluctuations is ultimately responsible for the resilience of
the entire stock—up to a point.
 Genetic homogenization & intense selection against
large fish>>big mistakes

Morice Lake

“… think of salmon landscapes as heterogeneous
“filters” of climate. The environmental conditions
experienced by any individual population are
produced from how the overriding climate signal
is expressed in their habitat, as influenced by its
geomorphic, hydrologic, and ecological
characteristics. … to some extent, the regional
diversity of population responses to climate
change appears to derive from local adaptations
of salmon populations to heterogeneity in
landform and hydrologic conditions.” [1]
[1]

Lower Skeena near Kasiks

Schindler, D.E., X. Augerot, E. Fleishman, N.J. Mantua, B. Riddell, M. Ruckelshaus, J. Seeb,
and M. Webster. 2008. Climate change, ecosystem impacts, and management of Pacific salmon.
Fisheries 33: 502-506.

Prediction
If intact ecosystems have resident species with a higher
proportion of mature/old individuals and with more
genetic diversity than secondary or degraded
ecosystems, then both the genetically diverse species
and the intact ecosystems have greater resilience.
1,2

3

 European birch has ―warm year‖ & ―cool year‖ genotypes that enhance seedling
survival in variable environments.4 ―Warm year‖ genotypes should increase in
frequency in situ in a warming climate with a much faster response than N migration
of S genotypes.5 Moreover N populations should be better adapted to their local
edaphic conditions than S populations, at least initially.
[1] Mosseler, A., J.E. Major, and O.P. Rajora. 2003. Old-growth red spruce forests as reservoirs of genetic diversity and reproductive fitness. Theoretical and
Applied Genetics 106: 931-937.
[2] Jump, A.S. and J. Penuelas. 2005. Running to stand still: adaptation and the response of plants to rapid climate change. Ecology Letters 8: 1010-1020.
[3] Nelson, E.A., G.G. Sherman, J.R. Malcolm, and S.C. Thomas. 2007. Combating Climate Change Through Boreal Forest Conservation: Resistance,
Adaptation, and Mitigation. Unpubl. report for Greenpeace Canada. Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON. 50 p.
[4] Kelly, C.K., M.W. Chase, A. de Bruijn, M.F. Fay, and F.I. Woodward. 2003. Temperature-based population segregation in birch. Ecology Letters 6: 87-89.
[5] Jump, A.S. and J. Penuelas. 2005. Running to stand still: adaptation and the response of plants to rapid climate change. Ecology Letters 8: 1010-1020.

Questions To Ponder
 Is the complex genetic architecture of NW tree species an inevitable
consequence of physical complexity (climate, topography,
physiography, landforms)?
(If NW North America was flat, would the tree species be as
genetically diverse?)
 Given their ecosystem role (structure & function), ecosystem
services, carbon dynamics, genetics & life history characteristics,
and economic significance, should most of B.C.’s tree species be of
conservation concern?
 Do genes of dominant species determine ecosystem structure and
drive ecosystem ―evolution‖? Are ecosystems emergent properties
of genetic processes? Do species-level events form the only
organising principle?

